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abstract: Virtual environments which are culturally embedded are often categorized as
‘virtual heritage’. Emerging media and digital tools offer us the possibility to experience
3D virtually reconstructed historic sites as visitors, travelers or even as resident. Many
critics have identified different issues that often inhibit widespread distribution and use
of virtual heritage. However, these present criticisms are mostly focused on either the
‘process’ or the ‘product’ but do not consider ‘user’, i.e. the people using it. This paper
attempts to identify and categorize various constraints through investigating present
discourse of literature and presents ‘user’ as another inevitable factor to be considered
for developing any virtual heritage environment.
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résumé : Les environnements virtuels qui sont culturellement imprégnés sont souvent catégorisés en tant que « patrimoine virtuel ». Les médias émergents et les outils numériques nous
offrent la possibilité de vivre, en tant que visiteurs, voyageurs, voire comme résidants, des sites
historiques reconstitués en 3D. Plusieurs critiques ont identifié différents aspects qui souvent
empêchent une large diffusion et un usage de patrimoines virtuels. Cependant, ces critiques
portent en général soit sur le « processus », soit le « produit » mais ne considèrent pas l’« usager »,
c’est-à-dire celui qui en fait usage. Cet article tente d’identifier et de catégoriser une variété de
contraintes à travers l’étude de discours littéraires actuels et de l’« usager » comme facteur
inévitable à considérer pour le développement de tout environnement patrimonial virtuel.
mots-clés : Patrimoine virtuel, environnement virtuel, diffusion, usager, interprétation
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1. INTRODUCTION

Virtual environments which are embedded with cultural heritage and represented through digital media are often categorized as ‘virtual heritage’. In present day, new media and digital tools offer us the possibility to experience virtually reconstructed historic sites or virtual heritage sites as visitors, travelers or
even as a resident. Although virtual heritage poses great potential to reconstruct
our past heritage and memory, many critics often blame high cost, development
complexity, inaccessibility of technology, complexity in usability and high
maintenance for prohibiting widespread dissemination, distribution and use
of virtual heritage media. Some authors have also identified different weakness
within the interface and delivered contents.
This study argues that, these present criticism are mostly focused either on
‘process’ or ‘product’ of developing virtual heritage; but do not consider ‘user’
i.e. people using it, as another factor. That is why in most cases virtual heritage
contents are developed with an ‘ocular-centric’ tendency. As the ‘sense of perception’ is subjective, it seems that content without relating directly to how a
viewer perceive the virtual world, does not create any meaning. Rather it works
as a storehouse of visually presented objects. As a result viewers thus fail to
understand the inherent significance of heritage which is not always immediately or visually apparent from a virtual heritage site.
This paper investigates present discourse to identify and categorize various
constraints mentioned by different authors and also present some new issues
that need to be considered in designing virtual heritage environment. The
authors hope that this paper will help researchers and designers understand
the present problems in developing a more engaging, entertaining and popular
virtual heritage environment.
2. VIRTUAL HERITAGE AND ITS DOMAINS
2.1. Definitions

The broad term ‘heritage’ refers to the study of human activity not only through
the recovery of remains, as is the case with archaeology, but also through tradition, art and cultural evidences, and narratives. On the other hand ‘virtual
heritage’ (VH) is a term use to describe works that deals with virtual-reality
(VR) and cultural-heritage (Roussou 2002). In general, virtual heritage and
cultural heritage have independent meanings: cultural heritage refers to “properties and sites with archaeological, aesthetic and historical value” and ‘virtual
heritage’ refers to instances of these properties and sites within a technological
domain.
To virtualize heritage means to actualize the heritage content digitally and
to simulate it using computer graphics technology. According to Roussou
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(2002), the functions of ‘virtual heritage’ are to facilitate the synthesis, conservation, reproduction, representation, digital reprocessing, and display of cultural evidence with the use of advances in VR imaging technology. Some
scholars also described ‘virtual heritage’ as a vehicle for preservation, access
and economic development at the service of archaeological remains valued for
their artistic qualities.
The representation of landscapes, objects, or sites of the past and the overall process of visualization of archaeological data with the use of VR technology form a sub-domain known as Virtual Archaeology (Barceló 2000). Some
extended form of VR technology mixed with real-world known as ‘Mixed
Reality’ and ‘Augmented Reality’ have also been applied in experiencing archaeology and heritage. These applications are frequently identified with the reconstruction of ancient sites in the form of reproducing accurate 3D models
(Valtolina et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2006).
2.2. Domains of virtual heritage

Digital tools and techniques now emerging from academic, government and
industry labs offer new hope to the often painstakingly complex tasks of
archaeology, surveying, historic research, conversation and education (Addison
2000). The increasing development of VR technologies, interfaces, interaction
techniques and devices has greatly improve the efficacy and usability of VR,
providing more natural and obvious modes of interaction and motivational
elements. This has helped institutions of informal education, such as museums,
media research and cultural centers to embrace advanced virtual technologies
and support their transaction from the research laboratory to the public
realm.
figure 1. basic domains of virtual heritage.
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According to Addison (2000) there are three major domains in virtual
heritage:
• 3D Documentation: everything from site survey to epigraphy
• 3D Representation: from historic reconstruction to visualization
• 3D Dissemination: from immersive networked worlds to ‘in-situ’ augmented
reality.

Figure 1 explains the present method of developing and disseminating
virtual heritage. The first stage is all about finding information, analysis and
documenting the authentic data from both cultural and architectural past. The
next stage is for representation which is conditioned by media and only supports (at this time) the tangible heritage and mostly focused on accuracy of
visualization. The final stage is devoted to distributing these information and
knowledge to general public by means of interactive digital media, which can
vary from in-situ, internet or independent installation based distribution.
3. PRESENT CRITICISMS OF VIRTUAL HERITAGE

Virtual reconstructions are mostly developed by researchers and academicians
(excluding movie industries for entertainment) requiring extensive labor and
high expertise. However, the end product (3D models/environment) remains
within the domain of scholars and academia. A few of them are merely published in websites or open to public spaces like museums. Because present VR
technologies pose a variety of practical limitations, such as, high cost, development complexity, inaccessibility of immersive VR technologies, intricacy in
usability and high maintenance, it is restricting the ability of virtual heritage
to serve the needs of a commercially produced mass entertainment industry
(Roussou 2008).
So far, from literature review the following short-comings have been identified.
3.1. Lack of meaningful and cultural content

Some authors have blamed today’s virtual worlds as static and lifeless (Addison
2000). Other authors have identified other weakness such as lack of engagement, lack of realism, lack of meaningful content, confusing interface design,
orientation and navigation difficulties and a paucity of useful feedback mechanism (Champion 2002; Costalli et al. 2001; Economou and Tost 2008). Even
when photorealistic architecture reconstructions are found to be very impressive, they lack dynamic elements such as virtual humans or animals (Yang et
al. 2006), rain, wind and fog in most cases.
An architectural heritage is something more than a physical form. A building is a place for doing different activities, especially spaces inside a cultural or
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religious building house rituals and performances. To understand the architecture of these monuments, mere virtual reconstruction of the three dimensional form may not be sufficient. Some present discourse of Yehuda E Kalay
(2008) and Bharat Dave (2008) criticized virtual heritage for being limited to
accumulating only ‘tangible/formal’ aspects of heritage; and blamed for not
permitting to hold the expected cultural heritage contents.
3.2. Conclusive process: lack of later interpretation

Most historic architecture is dynamic and has gone through different phases
of changes and development. So, for reconstruction there is always a big question about selection of specific time period to present. For example, the construction process of the Chartres Cathedral lasted over thirty years. Unlike a
painting, which the painter can varnish once he has completed it, a historical
building is alive and never completes (Dave 1998).
As a result the typological, temporal, material and historical aspects of
architecture do not lend them to become an isolated geometric representation.
Dave (1998) has referred to this issue of virtual reconstruction process and
advised it should be “an evolving commentary of arguments or interpretations
rather than conclusive documents”.
However, the process of virtual reconstruction (Figure 1) expresses the
truth of rigidness and one-way data flow. Documentation stage is always concerned about ‘authentication’ of data; representation stage is aimed at ‘accuracy’,
while dissemination stage focuses on showing its ‘mastery of technology’. Most
of the reconstruction projects do not permit later interpretation or update. This
one-way process is always criticized by many authors and often advised (Dave
1998) to go beyond creating introverted and closed historical reconstruction
projects.
3.3. Lack of engagement

There are two types of VR exploration:
• First person control (user can control the view and path according to
will)
• Guided tour (passive observer watching predefined animation or guided by
curator or PDA)

Except some new developments like ‘Forbidden City project’ (http://www.
beyondspaceandtime.org), most of the virtual heritage environments are
designed with a minimum opportunity of active participation from users. Even
if the viewing control is given to the user, rarely is there a role for visitor to play
or to perform any action or task that is not predefined. Mosaker (2001) blamed
present virtual heritage environments for lack of ‘thematic interactivity’. This
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means users can move around inside the environment without any certain goal
or objective in mind, which sometimes make them lost and bored. On the other
hand ‘interactivity’ has made many computer games so popular and engaging
which may be followed in virtual heritage environments too (Eiteljorg 1998,
Laurel et al. 1994 in Champion and Dave 2002).
A study on user-experience by Tost and Champion (2007) on three virtual
heritage projects – (i) Building virtual Rome (ii) Ename Museum and (iii) The
Palenque, have found that ‘engagement’ is very important for a entertaining
and learning experience and also a major factor to determine the success of
the project.
3.4. Lack of sense of place

Critics often blame virtual environments (VE) for evoking ‘cyberspaces’ but
not ‘place’. In other words VE always lack richness of association and affordances, and limits the personalization of spaces.
Lidunn Mosaker (2001) surveyed visitors with two virtual heritage projects
made by ‘Hellenic Worlds’ and ‘Nu.M.E. (Nuovo Museo Elettronico)’ and
observed that most of the users do not know about the details of the ancient
architecture styles and are not fascinated by the environment. His findings
showed that visitors are more interested in the human part of the city life, which
is something they can actually relate to but not with the built forms. Perfectly
designed virtual buildings, columns, details and cornices do not mean anything
to them; they only gave a ‘sterile impression’ to visitors.
Weckstorm (Weckström 2004) who studied a group of students exploring
some virtual worlds (simulators, chat rooms, games, including flight simulators
2004, TRANSIMS visualize, Habbo Hotel, The Sims Online and Ever Quest),
found the experience of the participants as ‘empty’ and ‘hollow’, like stage sets.
In most cases visitors found very neat buildings but they failed to understand
the purpose or use of those buildings. As a result those students concluded
their experience as just architectural spaces without any feeling of worldliness.
Some attempts were made to overcome this issue in the ‘Forbidden City’
project, where users can meet virtual avatars and perform activities with them.
These experiments showed that user experience more than tangible objects.
Solid and immutable objects are easier to conceptualize and model but this
does not fully constitute reality to us because the real world consists of many
intangible associations, values, social behavior and mental states which gives
us the sense of place and realness.
Also virtual environments typically have less annotation ability with the
exception of 2nd Life and Forbidden City. They are mostly built for single-user
and can only allow seeing others; sharing information is limited to chat, send-
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ing files or hyperlinks. Some recent VE allows users to buy and sell goods or
gamble but are mostly very limited for other different social interactions.
3.5. Technological limitation
3.5.1. Technical artistry and power of new technology

Present trends in virtual heritage mostly demonstrate the technical artistry and
power of new technology (Tost and Champion 2007). The advancement of
digital media technology holds great potential for photo-realistic reconstruction of heritage and monuments and culturally significant places. In order to
approach visual fidelity and accurate reproduction of real and historical environment, computer visualizations have focused on reducing technical limitations to attain a degree of ‘reality’. Rossou et al. (2003) considered this technological development and pointed out photorealism as one of the most
important issue to measure successfulness in representation for a virtual reconstruction site. However, this love of technology may lead us towards the amorphous nature of history. According to Champion (2004), the notion of photorealism often suggests an authoritative knowledge of the culture that the
authors or designers in fact may not possess.
3.5.2. Lack of widely distributed technology

In recent days rapid advances in digital media and virtual reality technologies
offer new hopes for virtual heritage. The potential of Head Mounted Displays
(HMD), Computer Audio Visual Environment (CAVE) technologies, Single
Wall Projection Displays / Powerwalls, WorkBenches, Fish Tank VRs and WIMPs
(windows, icons, menus, pointing) has opened the new possibilities of exploring
virtual heritage. Most of these technologies aim to support an immersive environment for the user. However some of these approaches suffer from disadvantages. For example, the use of HMD can cause nausea, disorientation and other
motion sickness and secondly it does not encourage communication between
users and is isolated from the real world.
In some cases a semi-immersive approach is developed, but in most cases
these technologies are often criticized for their high cost, maintenance, operation, hardware and usability. Even though there are some online environments
and 3D chat rooms in the web, they are mostly restricted to certain type of
operating systems, browser, graphics-card and bandwidth. There are also open
platform applications, such as, Metastream, Blender 3D, Blassun and Crystal
Space, but we cannot rely on them being around, for example, Adobe closed
their 3D environment builder application ‘Adobe Atmosphere’. Web based 3D
technology companies appear and disappear frequently and cannot be relied
on (Champion 2006).
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3.6. Lacking positive attitude of wide dissemination, distribution and use

Virtual heritage by definition means to actualize it digitally and to simulate it
by using computer technology. In general, virtual heritage/archaeology refers
to the use of three dimensional computer models of ancient buildings and
artifacts visualized through digital technologies that offer some degree of
immersion and or interaction with the content.
Virtual heritage content can be delivered through internet, museum, public display or other means like PDA, handhelds and so on. Each media has its
own potentials and constraints. Print media is mostly static and non-interactive
and VR environments can be viewed real-time through PC monitors but internet broadband is not available to most of the people in the world. As a consequence, ‘memory preserving institutions’ such as museum and public libraries
are in a position to take the responsibility to host such services and disseminate
the knowledge of history to general public. However, Fiona Cameron (2008)
has brought up the present debates on the meaning and relationship between
historical collections and digital ‘historical’ objects in the light of materialculture paradigm and object-centeredness of museum culture. According to
Cameron, ‘digital objects’ are always being judged from the standpoint of the
‘superior’ physical counterpart. Physical object carries the essence of aura,
evidence, the passage of time, the signs of the power through accumulation,
authority, knowledge, and privilege. Digital media on the other hand, is considered as immediate, surface, temporary, modern, popular and democratic
(Witcomb 2008). So mass dissemination of virtual heritage in this sector is less
admired as some authorities considered digital media as a threat for loss of
aura, loss of ability to distinguish between real and copy, reduction of knowledge to information and finally loss of institutional authorship.
4. Understanding the end-user

In a virtual heritage environment while people are interacting with the system/
interface, they are primary interacting with ‘information’. Accordingly to
Precce et al. (1993) “People’s objective in using the machine is to carry out a
task in which information is accessed, manipulated or created. The computer
and peripheral devices are the means through which this objective is achieved”.
In cognitive psychology the way we come with some selection is regarded as a
series of information processing steps. The stages involved in human information processing are explained in Figure 2.
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figure 2. stages involved in human information processing (adapted from jenny preece 1993).
Encoding information
+
Developing Internal
representation

Compare
with previous
representation

Deciding
appropriate
response

Action

Again, a person certainly inherits a specific cultural, technical and cognitive
background, which is unique from others. According to cognitive psychology
this information processing activity depends on capabilities (visual perception,
attention, memory, learning and mental model) of the user’s mental process
(Preece et al. 1993).
figure 3. relationship between people and virtual heritage.

Figure 3 shows that experience and learning from the existing or offered
content depends largely on both media (ChanLin 2001; Osberg 1997; Roussou
2008) and viewer’s (physical and psychological) background. The issues related
to ‘media’ are cost, software, hardware (HMD, CAVE etc.) and narrative. On
the other hand, the user background and cognition part directly relate to the
physical aspects such as age, gender and cultural aspects such as social background, sense of perception, technical knowledge, ideology, learning ability
and interest. Both of these criteria influence directly how a viewer reacts and
interprets the content.
So, it can be argued that within the field of virtual heritage there is a lack
of literature focused on the theory and methodology of user interaction and
interpretation of heritage. This implies that most of the designers follow the
common pattern of descriptive interpretation of content development—an
approach to visually describe the physical appearance of heritage in its digital
form.
As virtual heritage deals with cultural artifacts, demographic differences
always influence users’ on value judgment; as well as task accomplishment in
any virtual heritage environment. What we see our concept-oriented brain tells
us about it. Not only through our eyes but also our previous experiences filter
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the reality as soon as our brain has received it. It seems that without content
relating directly to how we perceive the world, virtual heritage does not create
‘reality’ for us but becomes a storehouse of visually presented object (Preece
et al. 1993).
In most of the virtual environment, a user can move, accomplish task (e.g
Palenque project), walk or fly (e.g. Nu.M.E), even sometimes re-arrange or
construct blocks (e.g. CREATE), but there are no options open for end users
to either manipulate or customize the interface or change the predefined way
of interpreting the information or even contribute in the reconstruction process. In this circumstance a viewer faces some degree of lack of association and
engagement because:
(i) Users feel being imposed, guided and restricted in their individuality and
freedom of acquiring knowledge from the content.
(ii) As each visitor/user has their own cultural background, so different cultural objects pose different meaning to each person. An artifact that may
be very important to one may not be for another user. So the intended
interpretation may not occur.

Janice Affleck (2006) also identified this problem and tried to investigate
in a web portal dedicated for participatory online interpretation of heritage
content among a virtual community. The site was mostly limited to manipulate
content (text, photographs and audio-visual) and some sort of personal interpretation. But the project lived for only six weeks and there was no active
‘role-play’ option for the user and the interpretation approach was mostly
contributive rather than explorative.
5. APPROACHING THE PROBLEM

In most cases 3D environments are typically reproductions/reconstructions of
archaeological sites or monuments. These virtual environments help to visualize 3D objects/spaces but rarely convey cultural meanings. In other words “the
cultural value of digital cultural data is not intrinsic, nor is it implicit in their
3D visualization” (Bonini 2008). It is very important to know how a digital
object can express cultural value and at the same time that value is perceived
by the viewer. So, in virtual heritage projects, digitalized artifacts somehow
need to trigger the user’s cognitive process while he is exploring the virtual
environment, otherwise the artifacts will become meaningless visual objects
to us. While developing a virtual heritage environment we need to consider
two important basic things:
(a) Content development: Technology always has some constrains with hardware and software; as well as connected to an ‘image of practice’. Media
experts like: modelers, animators, programmers may know how to do
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something, but may not be aware of the implicit cultural values of a particular artifacts or environment. So, while working as a cultural preservationist, the implemented methods or approaches reflects their own
assumptions and may not be appropriate (Kalay 2008).
(b) User interpretation: Virtual environment allows more freedom and authority. Freedom in walkthrough and time-travel allows open-ended sequences
of expedition. Such freedom on the other hand may become temporally,
as well as spatially confused and to some extent result in ‘getting lost’ in
some ancient and unknown world. So, effort should be given to contextualize the experience and set the mood for its understanding (Kalay 2008).
A virtual environment thus need to become a ‘context’ where multiple and
diverse cultural experiences may occur at different levels for different users
(from layman to expert) according to their level of interpretation.

Copeland (1998, 2004) suggested a ‘constructivist approach’ for interpretation in an archaeological site. It is an approach of interpretation based on ‘learning by doing’ through problem solving. Copeland explained the implication of
constructivist approach as the way that individuals are constantly constructing
meaning by their own thought, feeling, actions, negotiation and reaction with
the world. Thus constructivist interpretation seeks to engage visitors with evidence and help them to construct their own meaning.
Again, a considerable amount of literature has argued that interactive
engagement in a computer medium is best demonstrated by games (Schroeder
1996; Prensky 2001; Champion et al. 2003). ‘Serious game’ by definition provides the platform for learning and entertainment. Considering this opportunity certain techniques of game play and game design can be adopted in
developing virtual heritage environment.
Finally in a virtual environment, interaction possibilities are the basic/core
of promoting sense of place and experience. Interaction in a virtual environment builds ‘meaning’ to a user which depends on situated action, embodied
interaction and the cognition process valued by the cultural or social background of the user. The sense of presence can therefore support the acquisition
of knowledge. Adapting the concept of ‘Hermeneutic’ virtual environment by
Champion and Dave (2002) which claim to be more culturally coded and
inhabitable, together with constructivist interpretation and game based interaction mentioned above, we propose a new conceptual framework (Figure 4).
We believe this framework can provide a more interpretive, engaging and
culturally rich virtual environment which may be successfully implemented
for virtual heritage projects.
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figure 4. propose framework for a more interpretive virtual heritage environment.

6. CONCLUSION

Virtual heritage as a discipline is still in its infancy and development. This paper
argues that the criticisms and debates are mostly directed at ‘process’ (authentication of data, site survey to epigraphy) or ‘product’ (representing closer to
reality and presentation of technical artistry) but do not consider ‘user’ (enduser’s perception of the content). Humans are cultural beings and their demographic and cultural backgrounds differ from each other. Perception, reaction
or even interpretation is therefore subjective. So, while developing the content,
consideration should be given to understanding the user group and allowing
them to explore non-linear open-ended interpretative way for a better participative and learning environment.
Our ongoing research aims to develop the conceptual framework proposed
in Figure 4 for a more effective interpretation method of virtual heritage where
the meaning of interpretation will be open ended and opposite from a descriptive, linear process. Thus the research will help to minimize the distance between
end-user and ‘heritage’ through effective interaction with the content and
optimize understanding and learning from the delivered content.
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